CSD Uppsala.
Centrum för hållbar utveckling

Reading for GEC 2014

This document is posted online one month before the course start to provide early information about course
literature requirements.
Course literature consists of one Course Reader, two primary course books and two secondary course
books. The Course Reader contains articles and material from many different sources, carefully selected for each
week’s classes and activities. The Course Reader will be sold at registration (the first day of the course), at the
first few course-specific lectures, or from the coordinators' office at CEMUS (near the library). The cost should
be around 280kr (bring 300 to be sure), which covers the printing cost, and must be paid in cash.
The two primary course books will be read in the standard way from start to finish. The two secondary course
books will be used chapter by chapter, assigned to specific lecture readings. Although the entirety of the
secondary books is still highly relevant for the course, we will use 5 chapters from The New Economics and 3
chapters from Take Back the Economy. While we recommend you buy the two primary course books, you can
decide how you will get access to the secondary course books. Either buy individually, share the cost among a
few of you, or read the three copies available inside the CEMUS library.
The to primary course books are:

•
•

Joseph Stiglitz, Making Globalization Work (2007)
Raj Patel, The Value of Nothing (2009)

The two secondary course books are:

•
•

J.K. Gibson-Graham, Jenny Cameron and Stephen Healy. Take Back the Economy: An Ethical Guide for
Transforming Our Communities (2013)
David Boyle and Andrew Simms. The New Economics: A Bigger Picture (2009)

The books can be ordered online at Adlibris or Bokus, and may also be available at Akadamibokhandeln or
Studentbokhandeln. We recommend you order course books as early as possible, to ensure you have them when
the course begins – especially if ordering online. Some of them may be available either at Ekonomikum or
Geocentrum libraries (check online for availability). Two copies of all the books and Course Reader will be
available in CEMUS’ library – but must only be used within the library. Please be considerate of your fellow
students, and share appropriately. We expect between 40 and 60 students to attend the course. In the Course
Reader, you will find information about what to read in preparation for each lecture.
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